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The European Machine Vision Association (EMVA) (Frankfurt/Main, Germany) hosts a standard called GenICam, which is closely allied to GigEVision. 2 According to the EMVA, the goal of GenICam is to provide a generic programming interface for all kinds of cameras. The GenICam standard consists of multiple modules. The GenApi module configures the camera, and it should be the same for any interface technology-GigEVision, Camera Link, 1394 DCAM, etcetera-or features being implemented. Although the GenICam standard is not specific to using a gigabit Ethernet, any GigEVision device must provide an XML device description file that complies with the syntax of the GenApi module. GenICam's Features module includes recommended names and types for common features. The TransportLayer grabs images. Last, the DataStream module interprets additional data that might be appended to the image. The first version of the GenICam standard contains only the GenApi module, and the others will follow. In simple terms, the camera will be able to tell the controller-located in a frame grabber or the main processor-what functions it has onboard and how these can be controlled, without the need to study the documentation.
Finally, EMVA also hosts the 1288 standard. 2 This initiative defines a unified method to measure, compute, and present specification parameters for cameras and image sensors used for machine-vision applications. This standard will benefit customers and manufacturers of vision components. It will avoid misunderstandings and reduce pre-and post-support cycles. It does not attempt to standardize cameras themselves, just the way their performance is measured and described. These machine vision-specific standards should make the technology appear more mature, especially to a first-time user who might believe that machine vision is so new that choosing one particular supplier might turn into a dead end if that supplier withdraws from the market. With these standards in place, users can mix and match cameras, frame grabbers, and processors. Moreover, various manufacturers could provide replacement parts at any time.
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